
Information and routines to prevent the spread of infection 
The organizer’s actions 
1. Seat tickets that are sold are scattered in a way to ensure that there is at least 1m 
distance between seats. 
2. Informs the spectators, competitors, officials, and others how to avoid the spread of 
infection. 
3. Provide stations for hand disinfection and take measures to facilitate social distancing 
between visitors.  
 
This applies to you who has a seat ticket to the event  
1. Keep social distance to other individuals/parties outside the spectator entrance and 
inside the arena.  
2. Make use of the provided stations for hand disinfection. 
3. It is mandatory to sit in your designated seat during the event. Of course, it is allowed 
to visit the restrooms, but keep social distancing in mind.  
4. Stay home if you have any symptoms.  
 
This applies to participants in the competition, or accredited coaches 
1. Keep social distance to other individuals before, during, and after the competition. 
2. Make use of the provided stations for hand disinfection. 
3. Follow the rules and regulations for participants, set by the Swedish Athletics 
Association: www.friidrott.se/Coronavirusetcovid-19 
4. Stay home if you have symptoms. 
 
Use the map below to help orient yourself to the right entrance and also locate toilets, 
kiosk etc. in your designated zone.  

 
Proximity to the athletes 
One of the best parts of Karlstad Grand Prix is the closeness you get to our amazing 
athletes. Our stars love the audience and are always keen to give back to the fans.  
Safety and minimizing the risk of spreading infection is a priority so the athletes will 
have strict guidelines to follow, to prevent risks. 
This means that they may have received instructions not to interact too closely with the 
audience. If the situation allows, they will be happy to give back to the crowd but try to 
respect that they might have been instructed to not come in close contact with 
spectators. 

 
 
 
 

Special info for athletes, coaches, and officials due to the spread of Covid-
19 
 
Due to the spread of Covid-19 we are taking a number of measures to be able to carry 
through this year’s event. One of the consequences is that we have a limited number of 
spectators in the arena. But aside from this several actions are taken during Karlstad 
Grand Prix for athletes, coaches, and media, to ensure safety and to minimize the risk of 

http://www.friidrott.se/Coronavirusetcovid-19


spreading disease. Here you can read what applies to you, as well as everyone else who 
is attending the event.  
 
Accommodation & food 
Recommendations from the Swedish Athletics Association: 
- Overnight stays should be avoided if possible. 
- After arrival to Karlstad, athletes and coaches should stay at their place of 
accommodation or at the competition venue. Avoid the use of public transportation and 
social interaction outside your training group. 
- The athletes should arrange meals in connection with their accommodation, as much as 
possible.  
- Social distancing should be applied as to avoid crowded lines, tables, buffets, or bar 
counters 
- Athletes and coaches should eat and drink while seated together with their training 
group. 
- Take out food can be used as normal, as long as it can be done with social distancing in 
mind.  
 
Transportation 
Recommendations from the Swedish Athletics Association: 
- When travelling to and from competitions you should avoid public transportation, and 
rather go by car or minivan.  
- If you need to travel with public transportation, you should choose an option where it 
is possible to book a seat, e.g., train.  
- Plan and execute your travels and your stay at the competition location, within your 
training group. In other words, whoever trains together also travels and stays together. 
- Bring and use hand disinfectant frequently when traveling.  
 
The Arena 
500 seated spectators will be allowed in the arena. Urge the audience to clap and cheer 
during the competition, but to keep a distance to spectators, officials, and others. Besides 
the 500 spectators, only the current competitors, a limited number of coaches, and 
officials with an assigned task, are allowed in the arena. Upon arrival to the arena, you 
will receive clear instructions about when and where you will enter and be escorted to 
the zone where your event will take place. Doing this will ensure that you only come in 
contact with a limited amount of people. After the end of your competition, you must 
leave the arena. It is not allowed to stay and watch the rest of the competitions.   
 
We would like to urge all athletes/coaches to have the following in mind when in the 
arena area:  

- Do not linger in one place for longer than necessary. 
- Keep a social distance to others when in the arena.   

 
 

Food and drink 
To minimize the risk of spreading infection, no food will be served in the arena. It is up 
to all visitors to bring their own food and drink. Two kiosks will be open for the 
spectators.  
 



Distance and hygiene 
In all situations, it is important that you practice social distancing. Aside from the actual 
sporting events where it is not possible to keep a distance of 2-meters. Avoid hugging, 
hand shakes etc. Be extra meticulous with hygiene: 

- Wash your hands often with warm water and soap. 
- Use hand disinfectant when you do not have access to water and soap. 
- Use your own implements and avoid borrowing from each other if possible. 

Officials who are handling your implements should wear gloves.  
 
If you have symptoms – stay home 
If you are experiencing any symptoms which may indicate a covid-19 infection, you must 
stay home and not come to the competition. Before you leave for the arena, you should 
evaluate your own state of health. 
 
 


